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Introduction
In this lesson you will learn, among other things, to read the Klavarnotation and how to play with the correct fingers. The notation is quite
simple as you will see in this very first lesson.
In the second lesson the timing will be explained, and after that the only
thing to do is to acquire the right playing technique.
You will master this quickly because the reading of Klavar-notation requires
very little strain and energy, so you can concentrate almost entirely on your
playing. How quickly you learn depends on the time you have available for
study, on your perseverance and... on your conscientiousness in following
our directions.
Each time you receive another lesson, you will of course be curious to know
what pieces of music it contains and will want to try them on the piano.
That’s fine. However, you should first study the text, before seriously
starting to practice the music on your instrument.
This will only take a few minutes, and these will be easily regained since
your practising will require less time. It will also enhance the quality of your
playing.
After these general remarks we will start with the actual lesson.

Good luck and have fun!
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The keyboard
Below you see a picture of the keyboard of a piano. Most pianos (also some
grand pianos) have fewer keys at the extreme ends.
The black keys are grouped together in two’s and threes. Keep these groups
well in mind, as we will need them time and again.
To begin with we will start from middle c. This is a white key near the middle
of the keyboard on the left-hand side of a group of 2 black keys. On most
pianos you will find middle c a little to the left of the keyhole. In the
illustration this key is marked with a sign. Look carefully.
Keyhole
When you have found middle c on your piano, provisionally stick a piece of
paper or a stamp on it for ease of identification.
The stave
At the left you see a diagram of a part of
the keyboard. Study it well! The black
keys are grouped together in two’s and
threes. Middle c is marked with the a
sign.
Through the black keys of the keyboard
we can draw several lines; from the top
to the bottom. These are the lines of the
Klavar-stave. The lines are also grouped
in two’s and threes.

Note that the group of two lines next to
the central c sign, consists of dotted
lines. Later, these will be of help to you.
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The black (closed) notes
When we want to indicate a certain black key
e.g. the black key we write a black (closed)
note on the Klavar- stave; i.e. on the line
representing that key. In the three examples
at the side we indicated some black key.
Now try to indicate the black keys on the
keyboard
of
your
instrument.
Just
indicate………
can you find them?

Now we are1 going to play the Big-Ben tune
(no. 1) on the black keys. Always read from
the top to the bottom.
Just find and strike the correct black keys one
by one. It does not matter which finger you use
at this stage. Keep each key pressed down
until you play the next key.
When you have done this a few times you will
become more fluent and you will certainly
recognize the tune. Strike the keys as regularly
as you can and after every 4 notes, take a brief
pause before going on.
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White (open) notes
Playing the white keys is, in principle, very
similar.
When we want to indicate a certain white key
we write a white note (a circle) on the Klavarstave at the corresponding place. In this
particular case it is middle c.

In diagram at the side you see some other
white keys indicated in the same way.

Be careful with notes placed between the
group of lines like the second and the fourth
note. There is room for 2 open notes side by
side, without a line in between. You must
recognize whether you are to choose the
white note next to the group of 2 lines or the
other one next to the group of 3 lines.
Now try to indicate the white keys in on the
keyboard of your instrument.
If you found them, you can start playing tune
no. 2 on the white keys, as before you played
the Big-Ben tune. Again, read from the top to
the bottom.
Start very slowly and attentively. You will
gradually become more fluent.
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Against
group

the

2-line

Against the 3-line
group

Finally, you should try to play all the notes one
after another without interruption.
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Summary
The Klavar-stave consist of groups of two and three line corresponding
the lay-out of the black keys on the piano keyboard and is read from top
to bottom.
The two lines at the side of the central c are written dashed.
Black keys = closed notes, through the lines;
White keys = open notes, between the lines.

The position of the body
Before continuing to play we must first pay attention
to the correct position of the body, because this is
very important!
When you lay your hands on the keys, the forearm
should be about horizontal. (This is very important).
The upper arm is slightly more forward at the elbow
than at the shoulder.
Always sit upright, with your back straight, and your
head up. Never sit with your chin on your chest or
cramped. Sit upright and relaxed.
Your feet should be placed next to the pedals. These
will not be used at the start of the course. If you
should wish to play quietly you may press down the
left pedal.
We must strongly advise against the use of the right
pedal before it has been discussed in the course. If
you acquire the habit of using it the wrong way, you
will not easily unlearn it! You will also spoil your ear
for music because you will probably mix tones which
do not harmonize at all.
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The position of the hand
Now please look carefully at diagram at the side.
Generally speaking, this is the correct position
of the hand when playing. Only if you play solely
or mainly on the black keys, you may bring your
hand more forward, so that you can reach the
black keys with your thumb and little finger.
It is very important that your hands, when at rest, (e.g. before you start
playing) are completely relaxed. You can reach this state best by letting
your arms hang down the sides of your chair and after that - just by using
your arm-muscles - put your hands loosely on the keyboard.
Or try it this way: place the fingers of both hands on the keys. Then let
your arm muscles “flop”, so that the wrists droop and all the weight of your
forearms is on your fingers. Now use only just enough muscular force to
bring wrists and forearms horizontal in the playing position. This is the
relaxed playing state. Check this each time when you practise.
If you have the correct position, the side of your thumb should be resting
on the white keys. Your fingers should be slightly bent with the fingertips
placed almost vertically on the keys (no long nails!). The back of your hand,
wrist and forearm should form almost one straight line.

The lighting of your sheet of music.
This is important. Many of us sitting at the piano, with daylight fading, have
found we were not playing as well as usual. Then some-one switched on
the light and playing improved again.
Good light benefits fluency and easy playing and... it saves your eyes.
Therefore, you should make sure your music-sheet is properly illuminated.
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Now, if you have taken in the preceding
directions well, we are going to play again!
First place the 5 fingers of your right hand on
the 5 black keys of the keyboard, as shown at
the side. They are the 5 black keys to the right
of middle c.
The position of the hand should be as in no. 1
but, bring your hand a little more forward, so
that you can put each finger on a black key. In
this position we are going to play 3, 4 and 5.
These are more ‘reading’ than ‘playing’
exercises, but there are some things you should
now attend to while playing.
When playing, your fingers should be kept in
closest possible touch with the black keys on
which they stand. Because while one finger
strikes a key, the others tend to leave their
place. So try to prevent this.

With the little finger
ringfinger
middlevinger
indexfinger
thumb

indexfinger
middlevinger
ringfinger

little finger

You will not yet be capable of a ‘nice’ touch; for this your fingers need
exercise on the (longer) white keys. However, do not press the keys down
slowly, for then they will not make a sound. Give each a ‘push’ with your
finger without unnecessary effort and after that hold the key down, until it
is the next key’s turn. In this way you will get the nicest tone from your
piano. And please do not forget: keep each key down until it is the next
key’s turn. When the following key is struck, you should at the same time
release the preceding one.
The distances between the notes on the stave are generally equal; that is
why they should sound equally long.
Here and there the distance between two notes is a little larger. There you
must wait a moment before playing the next note.
It will be easier for you to play the notes of equal length if you count at the
same time, as though you are marching; but a little slower:
óne, two; óne, two; etc.
The thick line at the bottom of nos. 4 and 5 indicates that the pieces finish
there.
The little finger is the least trained and in the beginning you will find it most
unwilling, however, after some exercise this will improve.
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Here we are just concerned with
exercises. Not a ‘tune’ like Big Ben; we
shall have those in following lessons
after the timing has been explained.
Do not practise too long at a time but
take a rest now and then. Remember to
control the position of your hand and
body. Begin each exercise slowly. As
soon as you can find the correct keys
without making mistakes, you can
gradually increase the rate of playing.
Playing too quickly in the beginning may
cause a very cramped position of the
hand, and this should be avoided. All the
finger-motions should be performed
loosely. You won’t manage all this at first
but practice will bring a gradual
improvement.
Perhaps you know the story of the cyclist
who in the beginning grasps his handlebar tightly; later on he steers with one
finger.
Hold your fingers over these 5 keys.
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No. 6. Now first let’s play another exercise on
the white keys, with the correct fingers!

6

Place your hand on the keyboard as indicated
in the picture at the side. The thumb is on the
middle c key, each one of the 4 fingers is on
one of the 4 keys lying to the right.
Watch the position of your hand again. Keep
your hand-muscles relaxed!
The first note of no. 6 should be struck by the
thumb; the second by the index finger and so
on, just as the picture shows. Keep on
repeating until you play easily and fluently.
Try not to look at the keys but at your musicsheet.
Keep your head upright.

After this try nos. 7 and 8 in the same way;
read once again the instructions for nos. 4-5
and bring them into use here.
In these exercises on the white keys it is
easier to make a “nice” tone, than on the
short black keys.
So, give it your best.
Try to play all the notes with the same
strength of sound; not too loud and after
striking, keep each key down until you play
the next key, but no longer. The two tones
must not sound together.
Try to let all the notes sound for an equal length of time which, as you
know, is easier when you count as well.
In nos. 7 and 8 the hand takes the same position on the keyboard as in
example above, with your thumb on the middle c key.
Do not shift your hand!
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7

8
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The stems
In no. 9 you see black and white notes together and all notes are provided
with a stem.
The black notes are always above the stem;
The white notes are always below the stem.
So, in addition to our rule in no. 7, we can now say:
Black keys = black notes, through the lines, above the stem;
White keys = white notes, between the lines, below the stem.
In Klavar in keyboard-music, the stem also has another purpose.
If the stem points to the right (see the notes in no. 18) the key should be
struck by the right hand.
If the stem points to the left (see the notes in no. 21) the key should be
struck by the left hand.
Consequently, in Klavar you can always and un-mistakably tell by which
hand a note should be played.
Fingering
For fluent playing it is very important to strike the keys with the correct
fingers.
To indicate this, we number each finger as follows:
1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=
=

thumb
index finger
middle finger
ring finger
little finger

This applies to the right hand as well as to the left.
5

4

3 2

2
1

Have a good look at the diagram.
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As you can see a number is placed above many notes in no.
9. Where a “1” is shown, it means that the note should be
struck by the thumb. A “2” means strike with your index
finger, a “3” means strike with your middle finger, etc.
Generally speaking, fingering is only shown where necessary.
For that reason, a number is not written above every note.
Now practise no. 9 with the correct fingers, as indicated by
the fingering numbers. For convenience we have in no. 17
again indicated how you should place your hand on the keys.
We shall not do that in future, because you can read the
fingering.
Make it a rule to pay every attention to the fingering given
and follow it closely. In this way you will acquire good
playing-technique with the least effort. Remember; for every
minute you try to save by not following the fingering exactly,
you will later need a lot of extra practising-time.

Practise the numbers 10-11 in the same way as no. 9. Keep
each key down until you play the next key. As the stems
indicate, 10 and 11 are to be played by the righthand and 12
and 13 by the left hand.
Your left-hand playing will usually seem a lot more difficult
and stiffer than the right hand, because when you are righthanded that hand is, of course, better trained.
Still, there's no need to be discouraged if you find it a bit
difficult in the beginning. You will be amazed how quickly
your left hand gets proficient with regular practice.
Observe that the notes of nos. 12 and 13 sound lower, than
those you have played so far, because they all lie to the left
of middle c. (Note the dotted stave lines).
Do not forget to follow the fingering numbers closely.
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Timing
Each piece of music has been divided into bars.
Please look at diagram no. 1 and you will see that
the stave has been divided into equal parts by
horizontal lines. These lines are called “bar-lines”.
The space between 2 bar-lines is called “bar”.
Each bar has been sub-divided into “beats” by
horizontal, dotted lines. These dotted lines are called
“counting-lines”.
Now look carefully at no. 1. Each one of the bars is
divided into 3 beats (so there are 3 beats in each
bar). The first bar of each piece of music always
shows the number of beats in the bar by the figures:
1, 2, 3 or 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.

In order to keep good time and to give each note its
proper duration value, we must count aloud in the
beginning.
If there are 3 beats to the bar we count:
ONE, two, three; ONE, two, three
If there are 4 beats to the bar we count:
ONE, two, three, four; ONE, two, three, four.
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Some people find it childish to count aloud, but it is not, because this advice
is given you on good grounds. Learn to count correctly, because if later you
want to play unknown music or music with a difficult timing, or you wish to
play together with other people, it is absolutely necessary to be able to
count. Even professional musicians still count, although you will seldom
notice it when they are playing in public.
Therefore, make a regular habit of counting right from the start; even when
it concerns simple music where you know the timing by heart. Then you
will advance quickly. You will soon count automatically without having to
think.
No. 2. Now we are going to play no. 2 on page 2 and count at the same
time. Note that this exercise is to be played by the righthand since the
stems point to the right.
No. 2. has a 3-beat bar. You must count:
“ONE, two, three” throughout the piece. You will see that on every first beat
you have to play a note, and it lasts 3 beats. Therefore, you must count
the three beats while you keep each key pressed down until you play the
next key.
No. 3. This has a 4-beat bar, so count:
“ONE, two, three, four”. If you count correctly i.e. at an even rate, we can
go on to no. 4.
3

3
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4
No. 4. On beat 1 you play the first note; on
beat 3 the second and so on all through the
piece apart from the last bar.
In this piece there are no notes printed on
beats 2 and 4. So the notes on beats 1 and
3 must be held down for 2 counts each time.
Try to keep your counting regular.
You will notice that in some places the
counting lines have been omitted. This is
often done when the note-stems clearly
indicate the timing.
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No. 5. Good King Wenceslas has a
4-beat bar. On beat 4 of the 2nd bar no
note is printed. There you must hold
down the note on beat 3 for 2-beats
instead of 1.

5

6

Every note ends when the next note
begins.
Just go on like that and keep to the
correct fingering. There are notes of 1
and of 2 beats in this piece. Count
regularly while practising; even if you
know the piece so well that you could
play it in correct time without counting.
It is important to “learn counting”.
To start with, play quietly.
From now on the bars are numbered
with small figures just below the barlines, so that you can immediately find
the bars which are discussed in the
lessons. (Just look at the 4th bar, the
5th bar, etc.)
At the bottom of the 8th bar is a thick
line which means that the piece ends
there.
Accent
When you can play no. 5 practically
without mistakes, please note the
following. When you count, the first
beat must be stressed, which is called
“an accent”.
It means that when counting you
should pronounce the word “ONE” a
little louder; and that when playing you
should play the note on count 1 (the
note on the bar-line) also a little louder.
Just try! When you get used to it you
will find that it facilitates your counting
and imparts rhythm.
No. 6. Please follow the directions for
no. 5.
5
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No. 7. This is an exercise like no. 2 but to be played by the left hand, since
the note-stems point to the left.
Count again “ONE, two, three”. Each note lasts 3 beats except for the last
one which lasts 6 beats (right through bars 7 and 8).
No. 8. Another 3-beat bar; nearly every bar has a note of 2 beats followed
by a note of 1 beat. In the 4th bar there is only one note, so this will last
for 3 beats, as in the 7th and 8th bars.
The nos. 9 and 10 are exercises with a 4-beat bar, therefore count again:
1, 2, 3, 4; 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. Begin slowly and quietly. The main thing is to
play well; the question of speed will come later.
Please do not forget the accent in all these exercises (7-10). Play the notes
on the 1st beat a little louder than those on the other beats.

In a 4-beat bar (no. 10) the 3rd beat should get a (lighter) accent as
follows:
1
2
3
4
1

-

accent
no accent
light accent
no accent
accent, etc.

For the time being, however, it is enough to concentrate on the accent on
beat 1.
In the 3rd lesson we are going to play several melodies, and pieces using
both hands. The exercises in these first 2 lessons are a good preparation.
The harder you study, the more improvement your performance will show.
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7

8

9

10
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Playing fluently
The secret of playing fluently lies in repeating the exercises diligently and
correctly, until it is an automatism.
Mind: Practise correctly!
If you play correctly 10 or 20 times, you will carry on performing correctly
without having to think.
However, if you make a mistake 10 or 20 times, you will automatically carry
on making the same mistake for ever; e.g. if you use incorrect fingering,
you may always play falteringly.
SO, NEVER PRACTISE MISTAKES!

Therefore, it is very important to play correctly from the start. You must
start each exercise and each piece of music very slowly. Use the correct
fingers; play in correct time (count very slowly!); mind the position of your
body and of your hands!
Only when all this is in order, you can gradually increase the speed of
playing.
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The note-names
All 7 white notes on the stave have names and so do the 5 black notes. You
see them in the example. The white, open notes are called C, D, E, F, G, A
and B and next again C, D and so on.

You should really experience no difficulty
at all in learning the names in the next
few weeks. It is very important that you
know the note-names and you should
therefore not skip this part of the lesson,
as if it were only "dry theory".

You could start by learning the names of the 7 white notes in one week,
the following week those of the 5 black notes. The latter will not be so
difficult then, since the names of the black notes have been derived from
the names of the white ones. This is shown clearly in the example.
Depending on whether a black note is considered as a lower version of the
next key (a flat note) or considered as a higher version of the preceding
note (a sharp note), the note name derives its name from these
neighbouring white keys with a name extension -es for flat notes and a
name extension -is for sharp notes. This difference in not important for
playing. Later we will see that the name depends on the key in which a
piece is written.
If you have taken a good look at the above example and have taken it in,
you might try to mention the names of the notes in no. 6 first from the top
to the bottom and then from the bottom to the top.
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The pause
So far you have learnt to keep each key down until you play the following
key. In other words: every note ends when the next one begins. However,
this is not always so. Sometimes a note ends before the next one begins
and then there is a moment of silence (a pause).
1
No. 1
When a note is to finish before the next one begins, this
is indicated by a pause (v) right under the note to which
it refers.
No. 2
Next look at no. 2, which has a 3-beat time. The first bar
contains 3 notes of 1 beat each. The 4th note (on the 2nd
bar-line) would normally last 3 beats; as, however, there
is a pause on the 3rd beat, the note must only last 2
beats. The key is released at the count of “three”.

2

Just try this a few times and count aloud: 1, 2, 3; 1, 2,
and on the 3rd beat you release the key. Repeat until you
succeed.
Regarding the above please remember the following rule:
Every note ends when the next one for the same hand begins; unless a
pause shows where the note is to end.
3
No. 3
Let us now try to play no. 3 quietly while counting
regularly. In the first bar on the 1st beat press down the
key indicated.
On the 2nd beat release the key. On the 3rd beat press
the other key down. On the 4th beat release it.
On the 1st beat of the second bar press another key down
and release it on the 3rd beat (not on the second, since
there is no pause).
A silence of 2 counts follows.
During the pauses you must keep on counting regularly, so do not break
off your counting when you release a key.
Begin very slowly and go on practising until you succeed. If you fail to-day,
however, you certainly succeed will to-morrow!
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No. 4

4

The first 4 bars must be played by the right hand since
the stems point to the right; the bars 5 - 8 by the left
hand since the stems point to the left.
Although you do not start using your left hand before
the 5th bar, it is advisable to hold it ready over the keys
to be struck, from the beginning of the piece so that you
can go on playing without interruption. (This also
applies to nos. 5, 6 and 7).
This piece has a 4-beat time, so count again: 1, 2, 3, 4;
1, 2, 3, 4; etc. Look out for the pauses. Be careful in the
7th bar which consists of a note of 2 beats followed by
2 notes of 1 beat each. Do not forget the accent on the
1st beat.
Just play very quietly to start with and your
performance will improve every day. If possible, try to
play every day. You will earn a better result by
practising for some time everyday than by practising for
a long time only once a week.
Nos. 5 and 6 will present no more difficulties. Just try
them quietly. Count carefully and think of the correct
fingering and of the position of the hand and body.
The notes of bars 1 to 4 of piece no. 5 are to be played
by the right hand; those of the 5th to the 10th bar by
the left hand and finally the notes of bar 11 and 12 again
by the right hand.
In no. 6 your left- and right hands also take turns. Do
not forget the accents.
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5 Winter Adé, German folksong

4

6 Au Clair de la Lune, French folksong

Piano Speelplezier, Lesson 3

Playing with both hands at
the same time

7 The Cuckoo

No. 7
Now we are going to play with both
hands at the same time and you
need not be surprised if you do not
find it very easy to start with. For
now, you must focus your
attention on both hands and on
other things all at the same time.
However, if you just practise
regularly, a lot of things will soon
be done automatically and in a few
weeks’ time you will not be able to
understand why you found it so
difficult.
Do not begin to play with both
hands at the same time but first
practise them separately: first the
notes of the right-hand part and
after that those of the left-hand
part. Count carefully and think of
the accent on the 1st beat of each
bar. Begin slowly.
Begin with your right hand. (The
stems point to the right). It has a
3-beat time. Use the correct
fingering! Start with your little
finger.
In the 4th bar on the 3rd beat you
see a pause.
This means that on the 3rd beat
you must release the key after
which there is a silence lasting 1
beat. On the 1st beat of the 5th
bar you play again.
You will find the same situation in
the 8th and 16th bars.

5
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Now the left hand (stems to the left). In the first two bars the left hand
does not play. Never- the-less you must count during these bars!
1, 2, 3; 1, 2, 3 and on the 1st beat of the 3rd bar the left thumb strikes a
note.
This note must last the whole bar. On the bar-line of the next bar you see
a note to be played by the middle finger, which ends on the 3rd beat. So,
release the key on the 3rd beat and go on counting, although no tone is
heard. The following note does not begin before the 1st beat of the 7th bar,
etc. Keep on counting!
The note on the 1st beat of the 9th bar (at the top of the 2nd column) lasts
6 beats (2 bars). So do not release the key on the 1st beat of the 10th bar
at the bar-line. This note must last up to the 1st. beat of the 11th bar where
another note is printed which is held for 2 bars up to the pause on the 1st
beat of the 13th bar. During the 13th and the 14th bar your left hand is at
rest.
When your left hand is also proficient you can start playing with both hands
together.
Put the thumb of your left hand ready on the key to be pressed down on
the 1st beat of the 3rd bar, then begin to play slowly.
On the 1st beat of bar no. 3 you quietly let your left-hand join in and just
hold the key while the right hand plays some new notes.
This is a bit difficult because when the right-hand moves, the left also wants
to move, but after a little practice you will certainly succeed.
Especially note the following: Notes of which the STEMS are at equal level
on the stave, must be played simultaneously. On paper one hand must
never be ahead of the other.
You will notice that in bar no. 4 there are two pauses side by side. One for
each note. Both pauses are on the stave at equal level, which means that
the notes must end at exactly the same time. So be careful to release both
keys simultaneously.
If you quietly practise this piece every day, you will soon become proficient.
In the beginning especially you should not try to play quicker than you
actually can, as this might lead to slovenliness and a cramped position of
the hands and fingers. Try to play quietly and with relaxed muscles. The
most important thing is to play well! Speed will come gradually.
After playing no. 7 you will not find nos. 8 and 9 very difficult.
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No. 8

8 Lubin

The left hand plays on without interruption. First practise
the right hand and after that the left hand. Count correctly
and think of the accent while playing.
It has a 3-beat bar.
You will certainly have noticed that the notes to be played
by the left hand should last 3 beats. But in bar 8 the notes
to be played by the right and left hand only last 2 beats.
The third beat is silence.
When your right and left hands are proficient you can try
to play with both hands together. The notes on the first
beat of each bar should be struck at exactly the same
moment.
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No. 9

9 Arraro mi niño, Spanish melody

This is a Spanish melody with a 4-beat time.
Count again: 1, 2, 3, 4; 1, 2, 3, 4; etc.
Our advice to practise each hand separately at first,
also applies to this piece and for the time being to all
other pieces.
The right hand will not present any difficulties. Note
that in the 4th bar on the 1st beat both notes are held
for 4 beats.
In the left-hand part the first note lasts a whole bar
plus two beats in the second bar, which totals to 6
beats. When each hand can play fluently, try both
hands together.
You will have noticed that this was a hard lesson, but
what nice melodies you can play now!
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Finger mechanism and velocity
In addition to the playing of pieces, it is desirable to commence to develop
your finger technique.
In the beginning you may find it a bit dull, but if you try hard to do it well,
you will learn to find it interesting. It will benefit your playing and you will
learn to get a nicer tone from your piano. Also, the nuance and the fluency
of your play will improve a lot.
We shall first discuss the “touch”.
When playing the previous pieces, you may have noticed that one and the
same tone can sound in many different ways: loud, soft, rough, fine, etc.
A good player is in control of his touch so that he, himself, decides which
effect a key shall produce.
For this the muscles of hands, arms and fingers must do more precise work
than is customary.
The following exercises serve to teach each finger in turn the correct
motions regarding the touch.
Try to do the following:
Hold the 5 fingers of your right hand over these 5 keys:

On your piano they lie a little further to the right than the position you have
used so far for the right hand.
Now press the c-key down with your thumb. A slight pressure will be
sufficient. The other fingers may touch the keys, without, however,
pressing them down. Keep all muscles of fingers, hand, wrist and arm
relaxed. Avoid an unnatural position.
We start from this position, as shown in picture 10a, the thumb remains
pressed down all through the exercise. It serves as a “support”.
Now lift the index finger a few inches. See that the finger itself keeps its
bent position. The joint where the finger joins the palm of the hand can be
compared to a hinge, on which the whole finger works like a hammer. (10b).
Now strike the key with your index finger (10c)
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Arm, wrist and other fingers remain relaxed. Only the index finger may
exert some pressure.
Immediately after striking, the finger is lifted to its former height. This
motion: down-up, down-up, should be repeated 8 times, with close
attention. Never rush carelessly and automatically through your exercises:
it makes them valueless.
Now exercise finger 3 in the same way, letting the thumb serve as a support
whilst the other fingers just touch the keys.
When you start with finger 4 you will find that the little finger also moves.
You may not be able to keep it still, but don’t let it actually strike the g-key,
and so cause a sound.
When exercising finger 5, the 4th may move as well. Again, make sure that
two keys do not sound at the same time.
When all fingers of the right hand, except the thumb, have had their turn,
you can start exercising the left hand, for which we use the following keys:

First you place your thumb on g again as a support, (Do not press too hard,
the weight of the thumb itself is sufficient). Then you move finger 2 downup eight times followed by the 3rd, 4th and 5th fingers in their turn.
The 4th and 5th finger of the left hand may be even stiffer than those of
the right hand. You can improve this by starting the exercise with your left
hand every day, then taking the right hand and ending with the left. In this
way the left hand gets double the exercise without overtiring.
These exercises should be repeated every day before starting to play. They
are very important and will help you to acquire the necessary finger
suppleness.
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No. 1 - Study
Maybe you have never heard this piece being played in which case it will
be quite unknown to you. Your memory will not help you, and you will have
to read the correct tones and the correct time very carefully off your musicsheet; otherwise you will misinterpret the piece. Therefore, play very slowly,
to start with, so that you can think while you play. Count correctly because
mistakes are easier made in the timing than in the tones.
This piece is a study. A study is a piece of music intended to practise certain
difficulties. This one is especially meant to exercise the right hand.
The bars 9 -12 may cause you some difficulties to start with. Therefore,
practise these bars separately until you can play the part without
interruptions, in regular time, and with the correct fingering. Start slowly,
and think of the accents on the first, and the third beats.
The hand remains in the same place, so each finger has its “own” key.
Make sure that when one key comes up, the other is simultaneously
pressed down. The tones follow each other without any interruption;
however, one must not hear the following tone while the previous one is
still sounding, so listen closely to what you are playing!
Now play the first piece with your right hand first, and then with your left.
Repeat this a few times, and then quietly try with both hands.
Practise once more separately the parts which you do not master at first.
By doing this for a short time each day, you will find that you improve
rapidly.
If you play the piece in the right tempo the 16 bars should last about 3/4
of a minute.
Do not try, however, to reach that tempo this week, because then you will
be sure to play carelessly and make mistakes. Doing it properly is much
more important than the tempo! Speed is only acquired by much practise.
So do not play faster than you actually can.
Also do not overlook the rests in the 4th bar: during the 3rd and 4th beats
there is silence. This also applies to the 8th and 16th bars.
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No. 2 - Jingle Bells
This melody will certainly be familiar to you. It is inspired by the jingling of
the bell-harness on a sleigh. The repetition of tones keeps time with the
rhythm of the horse’s hooves.
It is important to play a distinct accent on each first beat and a weaker
accent on the 3rd beat (The tones on the 2nd and 4th beats are to be played
without an accent). In that way it sounds less monotonous, a little more
rhythmical and you will not get confused so easily with all these same notes.
Exercise each hand separately again; then play with both hands together.
Let the tones played by the left hand pass into each other without
interruption. This applies also in the 1st and 2nd bars where the right hand
plays the same note again and again.
If you sing (a little), try to sing the song. The text is written to the notes.
Also sing it without the piano.
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No. 3 - Dame, get up and bake your pies
First have a good look at the stave. Bars 4, 7, etc.
Auxiliary lines
The lowest notes are written on auxiliary lines, as these
are called. Auxiliary lines are always in groups of 2 or 3
short lines, just like the stave-lines themselves. There is
never just one auxiliary line; there are always 2 or 3.
In this piece the notes for the left- and right hands are written quite far
from each other. Note where the first key for the right hand lies on the
piano. It is not Middle C. The key you want lies 7 white keys further to the
right. Also mind the fingering at places where (as a warning) a note of
exclamation is written next to the stave. For the note on beat 1 of bar no.
7 you should not use your index finger, as you would expect, but your
middle finger. It is easier than to reach the following note with the thumb.
In that way your hand moves a little to the left.
At the top of the second stave the hand moves back to its former position,
because here again you must use your middle finger. At the beginning of
the 14th bar it should move to the left again.
The last note for the left hand lasts 6 beats; that is 2 bars. So do not release
the key at the following bar-line, but only at the end of the piece.
First exercise the right hand. As always, remember these three important
points:
-

count correctly
do not forget the accent on each first beat
begin very slowly and if you are doing well, then the next time
play in a somewhat quicker tempo.

From now on you should pay attention to these points yourself, without our
mentioning them in each lesson.
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No. 4 - Little Jack Horner
Mind the fingering and follow it closely. In the 13th bar (right hand) instead
of the 4th finger, the 5th finger should be used, otherwise in the following
bar there would be one finger short on the 3rd beat. The hand again moves
to the left here.
When playing keep your left hand in the same position, in contact with the
5 keys to be played; then you need not search for them with your fingers.
This prevents faltering which would of course spoil the piece! Look at the
notes, not at your hands! Also try to make a nice, neat touché, in regular
time! Hold each note until the following one is struck so that the tones flow
smoothly without any interruptions. We call that “connected” play; also
“bound” or “tied”, or legato.
After you have studied a piece, then - just to develop a neat touché - try
to play very softly, so that the tones can just be heard - however, no tone
may fail. This is difficult, but it is an excellent way of learning to control
your touch.
From now on also try to play the melody (the right hand) a little louder
than the accompaniment (the left hand).
The accompaniment may of course never drown the melody but should
sound a little softer.
Make it a habit to read through the explanation now and again in the
beginning. Underline the things you find difficult and pay extra attention to
these. You should not be satisfied until you have mastered everything!
Do not count in time with your playing but play in time with your counting.
All beats in a piece should be of equal length.
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Touch-exercise
In the touch exercises in the previous lesson the thumb was not brought
into use. Now we are going to exercise it separately.
Whereas the other fingers can be moved in only one direction (up and
down) the thumb can move freely in all directions. This is put to good use
in piano-playing, as we shall see later. We shall now just pay attention to
the vertical movement of the thumb: up - down.
Now place your hand on the keys as you learnt in the first lesson. The
thumb lies on the key and shows a slight bend. Pull up your thumb taking
care that no sideward movement is made. Move it vertically upwards. Thus,
the thumb of a normal hand can come up as high as the back of the hand
(1b).
In the touch-exercise itself we use the index finger as a support. We first
strike a key with this finger, e.g. d and keep this key down while the thumb
again and again performs the touching-movement. (a, b, c). Take care that
the index finger remains well bent and does not “give” at the first joint.

For the left hand
exercise keep the G
down and for the
right hand exercise
keep the D down
during the
exercise.
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Touch exercises
Having dealt with the exercises for one finger we now go onto combinations
for two fingers. These have a two-fold importance:
1st for free movement of the fingers separately
2nd for connected play.
By "connected play" is meant that the tones pass into each other fluently,
without short intervals of sound between the succession of tones.
No. 1
First, play exercise no. 1 with your right hand only, after that with your left.
Later, you could play with both hands together if that is not too difficult for
you. It is useful to try anyway.
You start by placing your right thumb on c as support and you pull up your
2nd and 3rd fingers in turn before touching the key in question, as you
learnt in lesson 3. The touching should be done regularly and in slow tempo.
Also take care that all tones sound equally loud.
In addition, all tones should be played legato (tied), so that they pass
fluently into each other. This, however, should not be so exaggerated that
two tones sound together for a moment. That is not correct either.
Whilst practising mind the position of your hand. Read once again the
instruction in lesson 1. Play with your fingers bent, so that only the extreme
tips of your fingers touch the keys.
For people who are learning to play at a somewhat advanced age, it is
especially advisable to practise these exercises thoroughly and to give their
unwilling 4th and 5th fingers in particular some good exercise. If you have
difficulty with these fingers it proves that you need these exercises badly.
No. 2
The first lines of the famous old song: "Drink to me".
First practise the fingering with both hands separately, counting at the
same time.
Start very slowly and make sure everything sounds perfect.
After that start playing with both hands together. Let the right hand, playing
the melody, sound a little louder than the accompaniment (left hand),
which must be kept in the background.
The middle finger of both hands repeatedly plays a black key. Before
starting to play place your hands in such a position that the middle finger
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is ready on that black key; then, without having to shift your hand, you will
easily be able to reach the other keys to be used in this piece.
Do not forget the accent on the first beat of each bar. Do not exaggerate
the accent but play it strongly so one can clearly hear that this piece has a
3-beat bar.
Remember especially to keep down each key with your left until the next
note comes. Many notes played by the left hand should last a full bar (3
beats).
Are you still playing with your fingers well-bent, as you learnt in lesson 1?
Read the lesson carefully over again. Some people forget all about this
point and gradually start playing with fingers as stiff and straight as sticks.
In that way you will never be able to acquire a good finger-technique and
will always play imperfectly. Every day you should check again that you are
playing with your fingers well-bent.
No. 3 An Irish Lullaby
In no. 3 both hands are playing the same notes at the same time. You
cannot say in a situation like that, that you are playing "two parts". The
parts for the left and the right hand are identical, and this can be described
as: the right- and left-hand play “in unison”.
In this piece the hands play at a fair distance from each other. Have a good
look! Before starting to play place your hands ready on the keys and take
care that this is done correctly.
First practise your right and left hands separately. Start slowly. Count well;
be careful with bars consisting of notes of 1 and of 2 beats. Play a clear
accent on the 1st beat of each bar.
Now instead of counting, try to tap the time with your left foot. Do not
stamp! Your heel should remain on the floor and the tip of your toe should
just move up and down. It need not even be heard. The point is that some
part of the body is moving rhythmically in the timing given! In that way
you learn to play "in good time".
Since you need your hands for playing, you cannot use these and since you
will often need your right foot for the pedal (later on), your left foot is all
that remains. Some people nod (scarcely visibly) with their heads. That is
also correct. Again, do not exaggerate.
You may, when sitting at the piano, be a little lively. A concert player will
never sit at his piano as stiff as a poker. You should never give a "show",
but on the other hand never suppress the movements, proceeding naturally
from the rhythmical activity of playing. Move freely! Nobody will laugh at
you. Only if you behave unnaturally will people laugh and with reason.
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No. 4
This little study is especially meant to make the fingers of the left hand a
little more relaxed. You can practise it in the same way as nos. 2 and 3 of
this lesson.
Practise your left hand thoroughly.
You will probably never have heard this piece before, so you will have to
read it entirely from the notes, without the help of your memory. You
should therefore read and count very attentively and accurately. Start very
slowly so that you can think about every action.
No. 5, Little Bo-Beep
In no. 5 we will learn yet another timing, namely the 6-beat time. The 6beat time actually consists of 2 parts of 3 beats each and you should count
it as follows:
1, 2, 3; 2, 2, 3;
with a strong accent on the first beat of the first group of 3, and a weaker
accent on the first beat of the second group of 3.
accent

weak accent

The difference between a 3-beat bar and
a 6-beat bar is that in a 3-beat bar every
3 beats a strong accent is heard and in a
6-beat bar, every 6 beats.

accent

weak accent

Once more sing or hum the tune (with clear accents), and at the same time
play the melody with your right-hand.
In some places we have indicated in the music how long a note should be
sustained. Count very regularly and give each note and each rest its correct
duration!
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Now practise both hands a few times separately again. For the left, as well
as the right-hand we only occasionally indicated the fingering; if, before
starting to play, you place your hands ready in the proper position and let
each finger "rest" on a key, you will easily be able to find the correct key
with the correct finger.
Also mind the rests in bars 4 and 8. The last note for both hands in the 8th
bar should only last 1 beat!
It is important that you remember to:
1. keep your fingers well-bent
2. let the melody dominate (play it louder than the accompaniment)
3. play a "connected" melody.
Again, practise tapping the time with your foot, as explained in no. 3.
Think of connected playing with the left hand especially in the 1st and 2nd
bars, where the right hand plays several same notes.
In the beginning this is a little difficult; therefore, start practising very
slowly.
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